a) Read through each sentence. Correct the punctuation mistakes with a coloured pencil. Then, write the sentence correctly on the lines below.

- i saw a giraffe at the zoo it was as tall as a house
- after tea I went to the park with my friend peter

b) Write the plural of each word below.
- one church                       two _________
- one shed                        three _________
- one bus                         five _________

b) Write sh to finish each words below. Then, draw a line to match the word with the correct picture:
- ___ut
- fi___
- di___

Reasoning
1. Iman had 15 cup cakes. Zak ate 5 of them. Then, Sam ate another 2. How many cup cakes does Iman have left?

2. Sara and Sam are measuring their pencils?
Sara’s pencil is ___ cm long.

Sam’s pencil is ___ cm long.

Ali lost his pencil. He says his pencil is longer than Sara’s pencil but shorter than Sam’s pencil. What length could Ali’s pencil be?

Arithmetic
1. 5 + 5 + 5 =
2. 17 - 9 =
3. Double of 4 =